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Branding



Mission + Vision

Shea Jordan motivates women

to embrace their uniqueness,

creativity, and inner beauty

and encourages them to live

their best lives. There's no

reason to be sad, stressed, or

upset when you can spend a

day with Shea. 

Who Is Shea?
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My Brand Narrative
Brand Promise

Everyone deserves to live their best, most

fulfilling life. 

Customer Experience

Reason Why

Women need more encouragement to find

happiness and success in their career,

mindset, and overall wellbeing. 
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A bright, positive, and encouraging REAL

community full of REAL women. 
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My Brand Book

Part 1

Visual  Elements + Inspiration



Brand Imagery
Warm color scheme, browns,

golds, and whites, pops of earthy

greens and blues. Low contrast,

fade and vintage feel.
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Content
A mix of flat lays (coffee, books,

crystals, plants, decor, etc.),

landscapes, a few selfies, and

occasional quote cards. 
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Stories
Aesthetic stories showing

what I'm up to, sharing tips

on stories, using polls and

engaging with audience. 
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Quote Cards
 



Quote Cards
 



Feed Inspiration
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Strategy 

Part 2

Next Steps + Prelaunch 
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Content Needed Pre-Launch
10 Quote Cards

A variety of styles, colors and quotes. 

10 Flat Lays 

10 Selfies

Full-length photos, self portraits, fashion

photos, candids, anything showing off my

personal style and personality. 
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Crystals, journals, candles, coffee, food and

anything that fits into the calming aesthetic. 



Caption Content 

Longer Captions
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Offer advice, quick tips, personal experience,

growth mindset, goals for today and other

long-form content. Always include some sort of

CTA at the end and hashtags in the comments. 



Post Cadence 

1 Post Per Day 

Stay Ahead + Plan

Create all quote cards before the beginning of

each month and download a feed preview app.
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Batch content in advance to schedule out for

the month. One post per day alternating

between quote cards, flat lays, selfies,

landscapes and other artistic content. 



Mock Feed 
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